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CHAPTER 

Distributed Databases 

.. 
. . . ~ :. . . . "'· ' - . ... i ' s~~iithe .. asynchronciuS data ...... • .... . 
. ·r.~pl icaclon and p~utitionif~g as: tt:iree major approacheS for distributed 

database cksign. · · · 

• Outline the steps involved in processing a query in a distributed database 
and several approaches used to optimize distributed query processing. 

• Explain the salient features of several distributed database management 
systems. 

INTRODUCTION 

When an organization is geographically dispersed, it may choose to store its data
bases on a central computer or to distribute them to local computers (or a combina
tion of both). A distributed database is a single logical database that is spread 

Distributed database: A 
single logical database that is 
spread physically across 
computers in multiple 
locations that are connected by 
a data communications link 
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Decentralized database: 
A database that is stored on 
computers at multiple 
locations; however. the 
computers are not inter
connected by a network, so 
that users at the various sites 
cannot share data. 

physically across computers in multiple locations that are connected by a data com
munications network. We emphasize that a distributed database is truly a database 
not a loose collection of files. The distributed database is still centrally administered 
as a corporate resource while providing local flexibility and customization. The net
work must allow the users to share the data; thus a user (or program) at location A 
must be able to access (and perhaps update) data at location B. The sites of a distrib
uted system may be spread over a large area (such as the United States or the world), 
or over a small area (such as a building or campus). The computers may range from 
microcomputers to large-scale computers or even supercomputers. 

A distributed database requires multiple database management systems, run
ning at each remote site. The degree to which these different DBMSs cooperate, or 
work in partnership, and whether there is a master site that coordinates requests 
involving data from multiple sites distinguish different types of distributed data
base environments. 

It is important to distinguish between distributed and decentralized databases. A 
decentralized database is also stored on computers at multiple locations; however, 
the computers are not interconnected by a network, so that users at the various sites 
cannot share data. Thus a decentralized database is best regarded as a collection of 
independent d atabases, rather than having the geographical distribution of a single 
database. 

Various business conditions encourage the use of distributed databases: 

• Distribution and autonomy of business units Divisions, departments, and facilities 
in modem organizations are often geographically (and possibly internationally) 
distributed. Often each unit has the authority to create its own information 
systems, and often these units want local data over which they can have controls. 

• Data sharing Even moderately complex business decisions require sharing data 
across business units, so it must be convenient to consolidate data across local 
databases on demand. 

• Data communications costs and reliability The cost to ship large quantities of 
data across a communications network or to handle a large volume of transac
tions from remote sources can be high. It is often more economical to locate 
data and applications close to where they are needed. Also, dependence on 
data communications can be risky, so keeping local copies or fragments of data 
can be a reliable way to support the need for rapid access to data across the 
organization. 

The ability to create a distributed database has existed for over <! decade. As 
you might expect, a variety of distributed database options exist (Bell and Crimson, 
1992). Figure 11-1 outlines the range of distributed database environments. These 
environments are briefly explained by the following: 

I. Homogeneous The same DBMS is used at each node. 

A. Autonomous Each DBMS works independently, passing messages back and 
forth to share data updates. 

B. Non-autonomous A central, or master, DBMS coordinates database access 
and update across the nodes. 

II. Heterogeneous Potentially different DBMSs are used at each node. 

A. Systems Supports some or all of the functionality of one logical database. 
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Distributed database environments 

Homogeneous Heterogeneous 

/ " / " Autonomous Non-Autonomous Systems GatewaY-s 

/ " Full DBMS functionality Partiai-Multidatabase 

/ ·"-:· 
Federated Unfederated 

/ ""' loose integration Tight integration 

1. Full DBlv1S Functionality Supports all of the functionality of a distrib
uted database, as discussed in the remainder of this chapter. 

2. Partiai-Multidatabase Supports some features of a distributed database, 
as discussed in the remainder of this chapter. 

a. Federated Supports local databases for unique data requests. 

i. Loose Integration Many schemas exist, for each local database, and 
each local DBMS must communicate with all local schemas. 

ii. Tight Integration One global schema exists that defines all the data 
across all local databases. 

b. Unfederated Requires all access to go through a central coordinating 
module. 

B. Gateways Simple paths are created to other databases, without the benefits 
of one logical database. 

A homogeneous distributed database environment is depicted in Figure 11-2. 
This environment is typically defined by the following characteristics (related to the 
non-autonomous category described above): 

• Data are distributed across all the nodes 

• The same DBMS is used at each location 

• All data are managed by the distributed DBMS (so there are no exclusively 
local data) 

• All users access the database through one global schema or database definition 

• The global schema is simply the union of all the local database schemas 

It is difficult in most organizations to force a homogeneous envirorunent, yet hetero
geneous environments are much more difficult to manage. 

Introduction 419 

Figure 11·1 
Distributed database 
environments (adapted from 
Bell and Grimson, 1992) 
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